
Week 8 Home Learning Package  
 

  



 

Dear students and families,  

 

Its Week 8.. can you believe it! This has honestly been 

a rollercoaster ride of a term but thank you all for 

all the support as we navigate the ride that is this 

term together,  

 

I hope that the week ahead is wonderful and full of 

smiles and laughs.  

 

Should you have any questions please feel free to 

contact me.  

 

Take care,  

  

Emily Hurst  
  



 

Favorite classroom songs 

Here is a list and links to our some of our daily songs and learning activities, feel free to try 
these at home.  

 
Good morning songs-  

Have a Good Morning, Have a Good Day | Morning Song for Kids | Jack Hartmann - Bing 
video 

Good Morning Song for Kids (with lyrics) | The Singing Walrus - Bing video 
Hello Song for Kids | Greeting Song for Kids | The Singing Walrus - Bing video 

Good Morning Song for Kids - Bing video 
 
 

Days of the week -  
Days of the Week Song | The Singing Walrus - Bing video 

Days Of The Week Addams Family (Parody) | Fun songs for Big Kids, Preschoolers and 
Toddlers - Bing video 

Days of the Week Syllables Song | Jack Hartmann | Syllable Song - Bing video 
 

Months of the year - 
Months of the Year Song | Song for Kids | The Singing Walrus - Bing video 

12 Months of the Year | Exercise Song for Kids | Learn the Months | Jack Hartmann - Bing 
video 

Months of the Year Syllable Song Phonological Awareness Jack Hartmann - Bing video 
 
Weather songs  

How's the Weather Song - Bing video 
SEASONS SONG for kids | Pancake Manor - Bing video 

Seasons Song for Kids (Autumn Version) | Pancake Manor - Bing video 
 

Phonics song- 
Ants In The Apple - Bing video 

 
Our favourite dances- 

(4) Jump! Children's song by Patty Shukla (DVD version) - YouTube 
Penguin Dance | Brain Breaks | Jack Hartmann - Bing video 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=good+morning+song&docid=607991451680138260&mid=0F99133F1D5A9293594D0F99133F1D5A9293594D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=good+morning+song&docid=607991451680138260&mid=0F99133F1D5A9293594D0F99133F1D5A9293594D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=good+morning+song&docid=608014528525659533&mid=38C2FA375B6927FC187938C2FA375B6927FC1879&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=good+morning+song&&view=detail&mid=E237A956861713804D78E237A956861713804D78&rvsmid=38C2FA375B6927FC187938C2FA375B6927FC1879&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=literacy+songs+for+kids%27&&view=detail&mid=6F6C7D763BFF1DD8C6456F6C7D763BFF1DD8C645&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dliteracy%2Bsongs%2Bfor%2Bkids%2527%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=good+morning+song&&view=detail&mid=9BA37F02E5C0F766C95A9BA37F02E5C0F766C95A&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=days+of+the+week+addams+family&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3ddays%2bof%2bthe%2bweek%2baddams%2bfamily%26cvid%3d45a2c799d62d490ea69911eb80232c4f%26aqs%3dedge.1.69i57j0l6.6111j0j4%26FORM%3dANAB01%26PC%3dHCTS&view=detail&mid=70A0514FA35B152146FE70A0514FA35B152146FE&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=days+of+the+week+addams+family&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3ddays%2bof%2bthe%2bweek%2baddams%2bfamily%26cvid%3d45a2c799d62d490ea69911eb80232c4f%26aqs%3dedge.1.69i57j0l6.6111j0j4%26FORM%3dANAB01%26PC%3dHCTS&view=detail&mid=70A0514FA35B152146FE70A0514FA35B152146FE&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=days+of+the+week+syllable+song+jack+hartmann&view=detail&mid=28626EBFF4049AB9782528626EBFF4049AB97825&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=months+of+the+year+songs&view=detail&mid=CD313EFBD3C1B6194711CD313EFBD3C1B6194711&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=months+of+the+year+songs&&view=detail&mid=13E3B8A6FEBA29F4034A13E3B8A6FEBA29F4034A&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=months+of+the+year+songs&&view=detail&mid=13E3B8A6FEBA29F4034A13E3B8A6FEBA29F4034A&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=months+of+the+year+songs&&view=detail&mid=69C114FA9651E64EE11E69C114FA9651E64EE11E&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=literacy+songs+for+kids%27&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dliteracy%2bsongs%2bfor%2bkids%2527%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=BCA261C9985BDDE5A480BCA261C9985BDDE5A480&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=literacy+songs+for+kids%27&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dliteracy%2bsongs%2bfor%2bkids%2527%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=5D4614E07374B170F76F5D4614E07374B170F76F&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=literacy+songs+for+kids%27&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dliteracy%2bsongs%2bfor%2bkids%2527%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=D8912893C80D78623A89D8912893C80D78623A89&rvsmid=5D4614E07374B170F76F5D4614E07374B170F76F&FORM=VDQVAP
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=ants+in+the+apple&&view=detail&mid=ABAA5B2A9039392A6171ABAA5B2A9039392A6171&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dants%2Bin%2Bthe%2Bapple%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcQJDpj5TSY&list=PL-PtrQaHMOvT8ayPxj9WoVND9XC7_d-fQ&index=10
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jack+hartman+penguin&view=detail&mid=1440B147A9B183D2B1C51440B147A9B183D2B1C5&FORM=VIRE0&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3djack%2bhartman%2bpenguin%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBRE%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3djack%2bhartman%2bpe%26sc%3d8-15%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d857A3E1EABDC4896A14D879D12593222


 
 

Favourite songs  
Old MacDonald Had a Farm | Flickbox Nursery Rhymes | Children Songs with Lyrics - Bing 

video 
Old MacDonald Had A Farm (2018) | More Kids Songs | Super Simple Songs - Bing video 

Wheels on the Bus | CoComelon Nursery Rhymes & Kids Songs - Bing video 
 

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star - Bing video 
Do You Like Broccoli Ice Cream? | Super Simple Songs - Bing video 

The Ants Go Marching | Kids Songs | Super Simple Songs - Bing video 
BINGO | Super Simple Songs - Bing video 

One Potato, Two Potatoes | Super Simple Songs - Bing video 
 
 

Movement songs  
Brain Breaks - Action Songs for Children - Move and Freeze - Kids Songs by The Learning 

Station - Bing video 

Shake Your Sillies Out ♫ Brain Breaks Songs for Kids ♫ Kids Action Songs by The 
Learning Station - Bing video 

Penguin Dance | Brain Breaks | Jack Hartmann - Bing video 
Freeze Dance | Freeze Song | Freeze Dance for Kids | Music for Kids | The Kiboomers - Bing 

video 
 
 

 
Math songs  

The Big Numbers Song - Bing video 
Shapes song for kids | The Singing Walrus - Bing video 

What's Your Favorite Color? | Kids Songs | Super Simple Songs - Bing video 
Five Little Ducks | Kids Songs | Super Simple Songs - Bing video 

 
Humpty Dumpty - 3D Animation English Nursery Rhyme songs For Children with Lyrics - 

Bing video 
Hickory Dickory Dock | Super Simple Songs - Bing video 
One Little Finger | featuring Noodle & Pals | Super Simple Songs - Bing video 
  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2bsongs%2byoutube%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=66354CAD1C978167980F66354CAD1C978167980F&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2bsongs%2byoutube%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=66354CAD1C978167980F66354CAD1C978167980F&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=2507173FDE9F403B71FF2507173FDE9F403B71FF&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=37BB5A8274FB1274E44237BB5A8274FB1274E442&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=55EA568CC081B8DCCED055EA568CC081B8DCCED0&rvsmid=0D55EB2FA7AA7572E3000D55EB2FA7AA7572E300&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=ED992BF864536EFB204AED992BF864536EFB204A&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=E3551AFFF33C893F036FE3551AFFF33C893F036F&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=585111A9BB3FB3AC263E585111A9BB3FB3AC263E&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=literacy+songs+for+kids%27&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dliteracy%2bsongs%2bfor%2bkids%2527%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=78BA60379DE9EA83941A78BA60379DE9EA83941A&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&&view=detail&mid=8EE388D4257FF1F4ADC78EE388D4257FF1F4ADC7&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3D8-18%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&&view=detail&mid=8EE388D4257FF1F4ADC78EE388D4257FF1F4ADC7&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3D8-18%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=FA296512A913A410818BFA296512A913A410818B&rvsmid=8EE388D4257FF1F4ADC78EE388D4257FF1F4ADC7&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=FA296512A913A410818BFA296512A913A410818B&rvsmid=8EE388D4257FF1F4ADC78EE388D4257FF1F4ADC7&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=1440B147A9B183D2B1C51440B147A9B183D2B1C5&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=6D1D12D1E073D1B396676D1D12D1E073D1B39667&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=6D1D12D1E073D1B396676D1D12D1E073D1B39667&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=big+number+song&view=detail&mid=5F21B0F714AFE88F06C25F21B0F714AFE88F06C2&FORM=VIRE0&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dbig%2bnumber%2bsong%26cvid%3d2a1d8df9dcce47e59cff17c626222df9%26aqs%3dedge.0.0j69i57j0l5.2690j0j1%26pglt%3d2083%26FORM%3dANNAB1%26PC%3dHCTS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=shape+song&&view=detail&mid=0D9B19F3E7927457AC540D9B19F3E7927457AC54&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dshape%2Bsong%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=colour+song&&view=detail&mid=84226776B61408DA2D9A84226776B61408DA2D9A&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcolour%2Bsong%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&&view=detail&mid=6FF7190F353B74542F6A6FF7190F353B74542F6A&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dkids%2Bsongs%2Byoutube%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2bsongs%2byoutube%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=9AA1A375806C5F4C558C9AA1A375806C5F4C558C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2bsongs%2byoutube%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=9AA1A375806C5F4C558C9AA1A375806C5F4C558C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=9937332278DC5AD6E5919937332278DC5AD6E591&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kids+songs+youtube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dkids%2520songs%2520youtube%26sc%3d8-18%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE3E7D50BD79A442EA9132EC26A4498A7&view=detail&mid=3DBF5E10176B1FF9A9373DBF5E10176B1FF9A937&&FORM=VDRVRV


 

Miss Loaney has made a list of all our favourite dances and songs that K2H have enjoyed 

this year so you can enjoy them at home. 
 

Songs: 
Heads shoulders knees and toes https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuqvGiZi0qg  

 
Ants Go Marching 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pjw2A3QU8Qg  

 
Five Little Ducks 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZw9veQ76fo  
 

Ten in the Bed 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdDypyS_5zE  

 
Freeze song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UcZWXvgMZE  
 

Old Macdonald had a farm 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6HzoUcx3eo  
 

Hickory Dickory Dock 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGgsklW-mtg  

 
Just Dance: 

I like to Move It 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziLHZeKbMUo  

 
I am a Gummy Bear 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYLhX6aJ32o  
 
Five Little Monkeys 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxF0iayJR-s  

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuqvGiZi0qg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pjw2A3QU8Qg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZw9veQ76fo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdDypyS_5zE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UcZWXvgMZE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6HzoUcx3eo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGgsklW-mtg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziLHZeKbMUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYLhX6aJ32o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxF0iayJR-s


Each day, mark the day off by crossing the number off on the 

chart.  Any special occasions you can add to your calendar? 



 



What is the weather like today?  

Using pictures or words, can you record the weather 

for each day this week?  

 

Draw a picture of something you have done outside  

today   

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

       

 



Sing along to the months of the year. Try to point at each month as you 

go.  

 

 



Sing along to the days of the week, try to point to each day as you go  

 



 

  



 

Using the yellow 

butterfly card 

listen to the ants 

in the apple song 

and point to the 

sounds as you go  
Ants In The Apple - Bing video 

 

Extension  

Using the blends 

card can you say 

the blend i.e. th as in thumb sw as in 

swing 

  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=ants+in+the+apple&&view=detail&mid=ABAA5B2A9039392A6171ABAA5B2A9039392A6171&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dants%2Bin%2Bthe%2Bapple%26FORM%3DHDRSC3


 



  



 



Using our revision letters from 

the last few weeks lets see 

what words we can make 

s a t n i p c k 

e h  
hat sh pat nap mat  

Can you practice writing out 

or tracing these words on the 

next page  



hat 

ship 

pat 

nap 

mat 

at 
  



Lets add some sounds to ip to 

make some words  

sh t s  

____ i p  

____ i p  

____ i p  
 

  



Can you draw a 

picture of a ship 

  

 



 

Extension activity on 

next page  
 

  



 



Interactive stories  
The following websites have stories to 

listen to and activities to try 

 

Storyline Online - 

Home  
 

 

THE LITERACY SHED - Home 
  

https://storylineonline.net/
https://storylineonline.net/
https://www.literacyshed.com/




Sight word practice  

 

Read the words below, have a 

try at pointing to them as you 

read.  

 

Try to either trace the words 

or write them on your own.   
 

 

  



 

I   am 
 

went to 
 

this can 



 

we  are 
 

like  my 
 

in  see 



 

is  the 
 

and  for 
 

a  on 



Extension  

 

Have a go at reading the yellow sight 

words.  

 

Using your pointing finger, point to the 

words and have a go at saying them.  

 

Can you copy over these words? Can you 

write them out?   

 

 

  



 

what went 

run when 

all your 

were going 

school an 

down no 

there each 

use sleep 



do how 

book their 

too father 

good if 

put please  

I’m  

day  

want  
 



Writing practice  

 

Practice writing 

your first name.  

 

______________ 
 

 



Extension:  

Can you write your 

full name or your 

parents name? 

 

 

 



Draw a picture of 

someone at home  

 



Write a sentence 

about your favourite 

toy. 

_____________ 
__________________________ 

__________________________ 

__________________________ 

__________________________ 
 
 



 

 

I like Autumn Leaves 



 



 

  



 

  



 



 



Can you write the numbers 1-30? 

    

    

    

    

    

    

Can you draw 23 lines? 
 

  



 

Extension  

Can you fill in the hundreds chart with 

the missing numbers (a complete chart is 

on the next page) 
 

 

  



Use the number chart to 

practice your counting 

 



  



 

  



 

  



 



  



 



 

 

 


